NRA Hunting and Wildlife Resources
Go to http://materials.nrahq.org/recreation-shooting/hunting.html.
NRA Hunters Guide - $10.00

Updated in 2017, this 300+ page guide and reference text is for the beginning to expert hunter.
This Guide provides information on all aspects of hunting including equipment, techniques,
wildlife management and identification, ethics, survival and much more. Heavily illustrated, The
Hunters' Guide has been utilized throughout North America as a reference tool in Hunter
Education courses. A must for every hunting library. Soft cover.
Whitetail Deer Hunting Book - $8.00

This book is part of the Hunter Skills Series of books which helps you to prepare for and
successfully hunt America's most popular big game, the Whitetail Deer.Softcover, color photos,
262 pgs.
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Upland Bird Hunting - $5.00

There's nothing quite like the excitement of watching a dog you've spent countless hours training
come to a point on a bird as you walk up, flush it and bring it down. The hunter skills series book
Upland Bird Hunting can help make this possible for you. This book starts by describing how to
plan and get geared up for an upland bird hunt. It covers bird guns, loads and successful gunning,
in addition to gundog selection. For beginner hunters looking for information on range, biology,
and tactics for specific species, or the expert hunter seeking to take on the challenge of hunting a
new type of upland bird, this book covers in detail: Doves, Bobwhite and Western Quail,
Pheasants, Ruffed and Western Grouse, Woodcock and other western uplanders. As with our
other books, this one contains a section on care and cooking of your upland game bird with some
mouthwatering recipes.

Wild Turkey Hunting - $8.00

This installment takes you into great detail on all aspects of hunting the elusive wild turkey.
Beginning before the hunt with basics on turkey biology and behavior, this book delves into
calling, scouting, and selection of gear. By advancing into hunting techniques for both spring and
fall seasons and culminating with a how-to of trophy care and mount selection, cleaning, and
cooking, this book is one that will prove invaluable to any hunter.
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Waterfowl Hunting - $14.95

The NRA Hunter Skills Series, Waterfowl Hunting has been revised and updated and covers
waterfowling A to Z. This award-winning manual has chapters on biology, gear preparation,
duck dogs, shotgunning, techniques for hunting waterfowl, waterfowl identification, and much
more. Waterfowl Hunting is also the student manual for the upcoming NRA waterfowl instructor
certification.

NRA Members Wild Game Cookbook - $8.25

The newest edition (2nd) of the NRA Member's Wild Game Cookbook is 300+ pages of tried
and true recipes provided by our NRA members. The user-friendly format includes a note page at
the beginning of each chapter so you can notate your most favorite recipes; basic handling
techniques of wild game meat including canning and corning; instructions and illustrations for
filleting a fish; nutritional values of wild game meat; meat yield tables utilizing average weight
of various game animals by states of processing; a multitude of game recipes; and finally a
section titled The Complete Hunter, which addresses safety and ethical considerations.
SUGGESTED RETAIL $24.95 - Currently ON SALE for $8.25 - get yours while they last!
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NRA Shooting Resources. Go to http://materials.nrahq.org/training-materials.html?p=3.
NRA Basics of Firearm Safety

This handbook on home firearm safety is one in a series of NRA publications developed as part
of the NRA Basic Firearm Training Program

NRA Guide to the Basics of Pistol Shooting Handbook - $13.00

(HANDBOOK ONLY) This full color handbook on revolver and semi-automatic pistol shooting
is one in a series of NRA publications on the basics of shooting.
NRA Basics of Rifle Shooting - $13.00

(HANDBOOK ONLY) This handbook on rifle shooting is one in a series of NRA publications
on the basics of shooting. It is the student text for the Basic Rifle Shooting Course and includes
such topics as rifle parts and how they work, ammunition, using your rifle safely, taking care of
your rifle, the fundamentals of rifle shooting, firing your first shots, rifle shooting positions,
marksmanship skills, buying a rifle, and sharing the enjoyment of shooting.
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The Basics of Shotgun Shooting - $12.00

This handbook on shotgun shooting is one in a series of NRA publications on the basics of
shooting. It is the student text for the Basic Shotgun Shooting Course and includes such topics as
how your shotgun works, ammunition, selecting a shotgun, safety, caring for your shotgun, the
fundamentals of shotgun shooting, a look at the opportunities of shooting.

NRA How-To Series Muzzle-loading Book - $12.00

This 132-page handbook is your guide to all the basics of muzzle-loading – from rifles, shotguns
and pistols, to types of black powder, safety tips, fundamentals of shooting, shooting positions,
and cleaning and storage.
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CMP Shooting Journals
Go to: https://thecmp.org/wp-content/uploads/Shooters_Journal.pdf
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